Open Brief / Open Letter
to
desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

- Minister of Foreign Affairs Jordan -

12 june 2008

Dear Salaheddin Al-Bashir,
You already know that the Netherlands is a dictatorship where members of parliament are not brought to
court for serious cases of misconduct. Even a Dutch woman like me can't claim human rights.
Over the past few months you've read all about it on my websites.
●

Jordan wants to start a lawcase against Geert Wilders, an Islam-hater.
Hopefully, you will be succesful. Judges are supposed to create peace, not war.
When you can't claim your rights in NL, you have to start a lawcase in Jordan against the NLparliament.

But, this is not why I write you... today.
Jordan is a member of the Statute of Rome.
The International Criminal Court is a concentrationcamp.
Prime Minister of Portugal is reading my file at the moment.
President of ICC - Phillip Kirsch - is in Finland, where he has to answer some questions about activities
taking place within ICC. The fact that the prosecutor mr. Luis Moreno Ocampo tortures me, for example.
I need Jordan to help me purify ICC from a 'typical Dutch corruption-method within NL-court-systems'.
ICC uses identical corruption tactics & strategies like the Dutch Supreme Court does.
Namely, individuals and their files are being ignored, so they will never get their human rights for a
normal life.
ICC has given me freedom of speech on my sites, because they never intented to press
charges against hostcountry NL.
I have to find myself a life in NL, without human rights, money, security...enz...
I did not receive a reply on my letter to the pre-Chamber-judge of ICC & UN Secretary-Gen.
Ban Ki-moon, so far.
Because OTP of ICC 'lies about everything' - proceedings, victumcare, security... - I don't trust the
registar either. Did the pre-Chamber-judge receive my letter or did OTP of ICC withhold it?
Jordan can make UN Ban Ki-moon investigate on the acts of ICC.
You can also make the EU-parliament acknowledge my case... and the consequences of it.
Please do! And, tell the truth to your own people.
Human Right Watch & Amnesty International refuse to investigate what's going on...here...
Favourism & laziness.
Last but not least
On my site NLF-Fair Trade & Eko you read about the waterpyramids of Martijn Nitzsche.
They recycle water. You need them!
Well, I've got a terrible headache...Am to tiered to do this all by myself....

Have a nice day ful of determination,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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